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susjscr: ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT 
KENNEDY, 11/22/63 £t0 

J. L. RAMEY of Wash. Bdqtrs. called Dallas Office at 10:25 AN and stated had noted plece ingaper that Dallas PD had a map which they found in OWSALD's rook which allegedly marked the path of the bullet which killed KENNEDY and wounded 440ENALLI. MANDLET wanted to know if we have the asp. 
Be was advised that Agents had said there wasn't .4nything like that, but we can try and get it. Bowever,itt, doesn't mark anything like that, aid it was pointed out that '-**-1"-  Inspector MALLEY discussed this map with FBI adqtrs. yesterday.77.  
BANDLEY stated IOLSON wants to know if we baveAt. :Ble was told that we can check and see, but that I didn't thick we have the may; that the map is the PD's evid4W41. 
MEDLEY requested that we find out if 'inch a"map is in existence, and at least get a picture of 'Alf they won't give as the map. 

I told NAND= that they found some kind of a little- city map, but there isn't even any mark even on the route of the President. There are a couple of marks on it, ccording to what n.7.-  they told as. Let the Bureau know wht it As. I. 
BANDLEY.then asked if we had done any investigation into the finances 2f OSWALD and he was advised we are doing moms. 	..re IIIANDLEY pointed ouY that tho it appoardd OSWALD hadn't much money, :.you just don!t take trip to Mexico on small income, and instruct* -that we get to investigating into OSWALD'. Snancps and let Bursiut . — 
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